bloody bastard fucking hell

DIE! DIE!

BANG

SHIT!!
DORTHEA? YOU SOUN\_D STRANGE.
NY FASHE IS SHWOLLEN.
??!? WHO?
WELL, "WHO" IS DEAD NOW, SURELY?

NALLO?

... MOSHT VRUTALLY.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?

CYRANO IS DEAD.

I KNOW THAT.
IN 1655.

NOT DE BERGERAC,
YOU IDIOT.
THE AGENT!

OH.

BUT BEFORE HE DIED,
HE MANAGED TO GET
HOLD OF A LIST.

... A LIST CONTAINING CERTAIN
NAMES ...

REALLY.
(YAWN)

... BUT I'M ON HOLIDAY

YOUR NAME IS NO. 6
ON THE LIST

I'LL BE THERE IN
TWO HOURS.

AH.

INTERPOL HEADQUARTERS,
LYON
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SALUT, ÉTIENNE. BITE ME!

HA HA HA HA
I HOPE HE’S ON THE LIST.

SALUT, ÉTIENNE. BITE ME!

SALUT, DORTHÉA. YOU LOOK SOMЕWHAТ RED-FACED. THE COLOUR MATCHES YOUR MENOPAUSE.

SALUT, DORTHÉA. YOU LOOK SOMЕWHAТ RED-FACED. THE COLOUR MATCHES...

STOP!
...RIGHT THERE! AND WHY WAS I THE FIRST CHOICE? THERE MUST BE OTHERS. WHAT ABOUT “BAG’EM”?

WE SENT FOR HIM.
WHERE IS HE, THEN?

UM. WHAT ABOUT COLGATE?

IN A TOOTHPASTE TUBE

AS DOG FOOD.

GUESS!

“THE TERRIER”?

“THE SHREDDER”?

SO IT’S MY TURN NOW.

ENCOURAGING TO KNOW THAT YOU CAN COUNT. HERE’S THE LIST.

HERE.

“THE TERRIER”?

“THE SHREDDER”?
That's right. "Ah". As you can see, you're no. 7 on the list.

Yeah, it says "the bomb". We're all mentioned by our code names, and...

Ah.

... it explains this.

You're Wearing a Bomb!!

Perceptive.

It was there when I woke up. ?? What are you doing?

Calling the bomb squad.

I was just with the boss, and he said nothing about the bomb. If you called this morning, he would have known and would have told me.

I did that already.

Really?

What is it?

I didn't reach our bomb squad.

... would you mind taking a look?

About the bomb...
‘Allo, Dupont? Can you help us? I can’t reach N’Gulu. We’re talking about 2 kg TNT. Serial circuits. Detonator with display.

What the hell do you mean “cut the red wire”. All the wires are red! And no, there is no serial number on the detonator. Where do you look these things up? Bombs_r_us.com?

It doesn’t look like a timer. That means it is set off by a mobile signal.

But that doesn’t make any sense. Thanks for now, Dupont. Talk to you later tonight.

Tonight! What do you mean “tonight”???

Until now, the list has been followed chronologically. And each killing method has been adjusted to the agent’s name.

I am 6 and you are 7. I should be dead by now. The bomb is set off by mobile signal. So they are watching us.

So they’re waiting for a chance to kill you, before they set off the bomb? But why have they prepared my death so prematurely?

Relevant question.

Spit, I am with Claudia. Something interesting has happened.

Your rental has been blown to pieces by a bazooka.

I know.